
Osprey Assembly lnstructions
Your Jackite* Osprey is tough, constructed of Tyvek* and a solid fiberglass spar. lt
is water resistant and highly tear resistant, and will provide you with many hours
of flying pleasure.

In keeping with tradition, the Jackite* Osprey original was painted using brush and
India ink.

Head and Body tape along inside edge of
Press together to
body.

Legs and STEP 2: Bend fish and insert in
feet (bend against double claw),

STEP 1: Peel
head and body.
form head and

Install this side firsl J foclgket
STEP 3: Insert rod under rod
holder, thru ring, under rod
holder and into pocket. Then

'**, install other end'of rod into other
pocket. Aft ring is not used for flight

Fuzz Pak: The plastic bag of Fuz is to keep the head of the Incredible Jackite Osprey from bending in the wind.
Stuff bag andfuu. into body and tape into place.

Line: Use 12 lb. test kite line or a Jackite 7' Line Rig (included).

Initial Flight Roll the leading edge of the wings over the rod for best flight. lf one wing flies slightly low place a
paperclip on the high wing just outside the staple for a while.

Pole Flying like a windsock: Drive a stake into the ground; attach pole to stake. Attach one end of Line Rig to
eyelet at the top of pole; attach the other end of the Une Rig to the beak of the bird.

Storage: Remove the rod. Hang by the opening in the beak.

Display: You may desire to share the beautiful design of the Jackite with others as a decoration for your home or
office. lt's a real conversation piece. Attach string from fore white ring to aft white ring with a loop midpoint of the
string. Suspend by the loop. ENJOY!
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